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The Economic World
The New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, and Publishers Weekly bestseller from a presidential candidate for the
2016 election! In God, Guns, Grits and Gravy, Mike Huckabee asks, "Have I been taken to a different planet than the one on
which I grew up?" The New York Times bestselling author explores today's fractious American culture, where divisions of
class, race, politics, religion, gender, age, and other fault lines make polite conversation dicey, if not downright dangerous.
As Huckabee notes, the differences of opinion between the "Bubble-villes" of the big power centers and the "Bubba-villes"
where most people live are profound, provocative, and sometimes pretty funny. Where else but in Washington, D.C. could
two presidential golf outings cost the American taxpayers $2.9 million in travel expenses? Government bailouts, politician
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pig-outs, and popular culture provocations from Jay-Z and Beyoncé to Honey Boo-Boo to the Duck Dynasty's Robertson
family. Gun rights, gay marriage, the decline of patriotism, and the mainstream media's contempt for those who cherish a
faith-based life. The trouble with Democrats, the even bigger trouble with Republicans, our national security complex, and
how our Constitution is eroding under our noses. Reflections on our way of life as it once was, as it is, and as it might
becomethese subjects and many more are covered with Mike Huckabee's signature wit, insight, and honesty.

Honoré de Balzac in Twenty-five Volumes
THE LEADING ORATORS OF TWENTY-FIVE CAMPAIGNS, From the First Presidential Canvass TO
THE PRESENT TIME
Twenty-Five Years in the Fourth Grade
A central player in every major church-state-separation battle for decades, the Rev. Barry W. Lynn understands the
complexities of this divisive issue like few others. As a long-time activist, a civil rights lawyer, and an ordained minister in
the United Church of Christ, he offers a perspective and experience on church-state controversies. In this book, he has
compiled his writings from various sources to explore the many ways religious extremists have attempted to erode
individual liberties. Lynn concludes that the ultimate goal of these extremist forces, consisting mainly of the Protestant
Religious Right and the Roman Catholic hierarchy, is the creation of a corporate theocracy, a decidedly undemocratic
system of government in which nonconservative Christians, along with humanist, feminists, and the LGBTQ community, are
relegated to second-class status in America"

The Religious State of Cape Town, 1836
God, Guns, Grits, and Gravy
One Nation Under God
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Our Paper
A Twenty-five Years' Pastorale
Releasing God S Government in the Earth
Twenty-five Short Plays
American State Trials
The Baitál Pachisi; or twenty-five Tales of a Demon: a new edition of the Hindí Text, with each
word expressed in the Hindústání character immediately under the corresponding word in the
Nágarí, and with a perfectly litteral english interlinear translation, accompanied by a free
translation in English at the foot of each page, and explanatory notes: by W. Burckhardt
Barker, edit. by E. B. Eastwick
In this ecumenically appealing book of faith planting and nurturing, by Dr. Joe Borowitz, I see a dance between Joe as a
Sunday schoolteacher, other Sunday schoolteachers, and Sunday school students, their parents and the Church. Beginning
on the personal level, Joe reaches out to the inter-personal. He privileges the personal level that emerges as author,
professor, and moralist and shares suitable stories and life events. How powerful personal experiences can be! Dr. Joe
underscores the primacy of God in human life, arguing that people function better when they have God at the center of
their lives. He reminds us that the Resurrection is the most important event in human life. The Holy Spirit, he calls a
superior "life force" that enlivens and sustains us. That all should welcome this book is thus obvious. To veteran teachers it
will give a nostalgic feeling and satisfaction; to students in Sunday school and their parents, it will give a sense of
dedication and direction as they embrace this journey of faith; and to the general reader both catholic and non-catholic it
will bring to mind the place of CCD or Sunday school in faith planting. Rev. Dr. Cajetan Ebuziem Priest Chaplain St. Elizabeth
Regional Health Lafayette, Indiana, USA.
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Twenty Five Stepping Stones Toward Christ' Kingdom
Twenty-five Years in East Africa
Sagamore Sociological Conference, Sagamore Beach, Massachusetts
Twenty-five Village Sermons
The Assembly Herald
This book, although it has been classified as an autobiography, is really a series of short stories that will leave you smiling.
There are paragraphs in this book that are so candid and sometimes revealing, that my first reaction was Lou, your wife is
going to kill you for saying that in print!!! Lou's story about the Russian girls is just one of those stories and is very funny.
Don't think for a minute that this is just another autobiography. Lou begins by telling of life growing up as a young boy in
Lower Manhattan in the 1920's and 1930s. Times were tough in those years and you had to be resourceful to stay alive and
help put food on the table. As Lou states, "Everyone was just trying to make ends meet lots of poverty and hard times." If
you're looking for tales like those portrayed in the movie 2009 Gangs of New York, forget it this is more like the
perseverance portrayed in the 1939 Streets of New York with Jackie Cooper. Lou goes on to tell of his efforts to get into the
U.S. Army during WWII; he was kept at bay by his loving mother for a while and was finally inducted and sent to Europe to
fight. It is here that he meets the love of his life, Irene, in a small German village. She was a beautiful young girl, he was
young and thunderstruck by her beauty and gentleness.

The Layman's Legacy, Or Twenty-five Sermons on Important Subjects
Conventional wisdom holds that America has been a Christian nation since the Founding Fathers. But in One Nation Under
God, historian Kevin M. Kruse argues that the idea of “Christian America” is nothing more than a myth—and a relatively
recent one at that. The assumption that America was, is, and always will be a Christian nation dates back no further than
the 1930s, when a coalition of businessmen and religious leaders united in opposition to the FDR’s New Deal. With the full
support of Dwight Eisenhower in the 1950s, these activists—the forerunners of the Religious Right—propelled religion into
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the public sphere. Church membership skyrocketed; Congress added the phrase “under God” to the Pledge of Allegiance
and made “In God We Trust” the country’s official motto. For the first time, America became a thoroughly religious nation.
Provocative and authoritative, One Nation Under God reveals how the comingling of money, religion, and politics created a
false origin story that continues to define and divide American politics today.

A Catalogue of Twenty-five Thousand Volumes of Choice, Useful, and Curious Books
Growing out of the most radical fringes of the abolitionist movement, the Society for Universal Inquiry and Reform set out to
inaugurate a new social order based on the principles of nonresistance. The Society founded eight utopian communities
which, though short-lived, were the setting for the most radical questioning of antebellum American society. The members
of the Society renounced all forms of coercive relationships. They attempted to live without government or private property
and to model new visions of work, education, religion, economics, women's rights and roles, and community. This book tells
the story of their impassioned attempt to transform the world and begin the "Government of God."

Twenty-five Years of Massachusetts Politics
Reports of the sessions.

Twenty-five sermons, by twenty-five Bristol ministers, originally publ. as 'The Bristol pulpit'.
"Every church leader needs to read this book. I praise God for my brother Duane-a "miner" who searches for God's jewels of
wisdom. I honor Duane as one of God's living giants." Eugene Harder B. Th. Retired pastor "A valuable book for elders and
pastors to read and study. It will help get us back to basics." Cliff Stalwick, Founder of Living Faith Bible College, Caroline,
AB "Duane is a gifted teacher who presents an insightful analysis of government and those who carry it. The principles
taught provide a secure foundation as well as a set of boundary markers. His book is a treasure of insights." Dr. Michael L.
Hastings, Professor, Lethbridge College, Pastoral Team Leader, Northside Christian Fellowship, Lethbridge, AB "For over
twenty-five years, my wife and I have walked in relationship with Duane. His understanding of Kingdom government has
been influential in my life; shaping my thinking and my behavior. These truths have helped shape teaching and counseling
materials I have developed and taught in numerous countries. May the truths of this book touch the whole of your life."
Graham Bretherick, Registered Psychologist, Author "Healing Life's Hurts," Lethbridge, AB "Duane's love for the truth of
God's Word and his godly character has greatly impacted my life for over twenty years. It is an honour to call him my friend
and a father in the faith." Steve Fleming, Pastor, Koinonia Christian Fellowship, Waterloo, ON "Duane Harder's book
addresses how the church is to reign in the earth. With wisdom and grace he leads you through God's view of government
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as it relates to the interconnectedness of: self, family, business, and civil government, with a special emphasis upon church
government. Every Christian would profit from this book." Erik Vander Ahe - Technology Executive SVP Products and
Services, Waterloo, ON

God's Government Begun
The Pastor's Voice: Being Twenty-five Sermons by G. J. With an Introduction by C. J. Goodhart.
[Edited by Mrs. E. Jeans.]
Twenty-five Sermons
The Record of Providence, Or the Government of God Displayed in a Series of Interesting
Facts from Sacred and Profane History
The History of Twenty-five Years: 1876-1880
A central player in every major church-state-separation battle for decades, the Rev. Barry W. Lynn understands the
complexities of this divisive issue like few others. As a long-time activist, a civil rights lawyer, and an ordained minister in
the United Church of Christ, he offers a unique perspective and a wealth of experience on church-state controversies. In this
lively book, he has compiled his writings from various sources to explore in depth the many ways religious extremists have
attempted to erode individual liberties.The topics range from publicly-promoted prayer to efforts to undermine public
education and replace it with taxpayer-subsidized vouchers for religious schools, interfering with end-of-life and
reproductive rights, censorship, and belligerence directed against nonbelievers and minorities.Lynn concludes that the
ultimate goal of these extremist forces-consisting mainly of the Protestant Religious Right and the Roman Catholic hierarchyis the creation of a corporate theocracy, a decidedly undemocratic system of government in which nonconservative
Christians, along with humanist, feminists, and the LGBTQ community, are relegated to second-class status in America.

An Everlasting Love Affair
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God and Government
The War: is it of God? An Address Delivered on 26th April, 1854, Etc
Twenty-fifth Anniversary Report, 1895-1920
Twenty-five Years in the West
Twenty-five Years with God in India
Twenty-five years of my life
God and Government
Constitution and Canons for the Government the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States of America
God Hath Spoken
The autobiography of a Universalist minister.

Economic World
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Lectures on the Moral Government of God
Constitutional Church Government in the Dominions Beyond the Seas and in Other Parts of
the Anglican Communion
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